Searching for Industrial Refrigeration
Parts Via EasyParts
One of M&M’s suppliers has an easy tool to search for STAL, Sabroe, and Gram parts for
servicing compressors called EasyParts. Please note that if you start a shopping cart, JCI
Denmark will forward it to our Parts Department.
Steps to start a search:
1. Open website for EasyParts.
2. If you know what part you are looking for, type in the number exactly how it

appears in the manual in the search bar located in the top right corner. If you do
not know the part number, give us a call.

*Note that STAL and Sabroe Screw compressors are out of production and the manuals
have not been updated with current part numbers. Also, if there are redundant parts that
exist in Gram, STAL and even some Danfoss, parts lists will be replaced with Sabroe part
numbers.
3. Once you click search, your part should appear. If the number in your manual is not
current, a “substitute” number will appear next to your searched number. Please use
this for reference when requesting a quote.
4. Click on the most current part number to search for what kits the part is used in. This
prevents having to search for each item individually and kits offer cost savings compared
to ordering each item individually.
5. There is the option of saving the kit information as a PDF with photos to compare current
parts to replacement parts. Click PDF icon and select “export list with images”. This can
also be saved for future reference.

When selecting parts via EasyParts, always make sure to compare the dimensions and
POS numbers to be sure you are ordering the correct item. Please do not hesitate to
contact us to assist you with any of your parts ordering needs. We can be reached at
(410) 754-8005 or parts@mmrefrigeration.com.

